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Dear Friends,

7/2/2020

At the AGM, last year in California we discussed a proposal from EFRA to organize an “Over 45 years” event for
th
1/8 Off-road somewhere in 2021.
There is a large number of “older” drivers in this class and up till now we only did a small final in the regular
World Championships for the top 10-15 after Qualifying with the restriction they were not already in the semi’s.
This “Over 45 years, or “Masters” is a 3 days event.
First day is controlled practice
Second day is Qualifying
Third day is all finals.
The maximum number of entrees is 144 drivers (12 heats, 12 drivers) and the entry fee is 150 usd per driver (40
usd to be retained by IFMAR).
The name of the event will be:

IFMAR “Masters” World Cup 1/8th IC Off-Road, or Any other good name.
Each bloc can nominate a venue. Key point is a venue with easy access from an International airport. The bid
from each bloc must contain the following information;
th

Organizing club and its history with 1/8 off-road, organizing committee
Small map with access and distances from the nearest international airport
Hotel facilities in the neighbourhood
Availability of a shop or dealer who can supply fuel and/or tires
The track layout should be new when the venue is selected.
st

The deadline to submit a venue is March 31 2020.
Selection will be done by a vote from the blocs with the following procedure.
Each bloc must state their preference in order
First preference 5 votes, second preference 3 votes, third preference 1 vote, irrespective of the number of
candidates. Hopefully this system will avoid a tie in the voting process.
The selected venue will be known by half of April and put on the IFMAR Calendar for 2021
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